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Abstract— In constraint-based programming, robot tasks are
specified and solved as optimization problems with sets of
constraints and one or multiple objective functions. In our
previous work, we presented (i) a generic modeling approach
for geometrically complex robot tasks, including the model-
ing of parametric uncertainty, in order to allow the robot
task programmer to specify the optimization problem without
explicitly writing down the different (possibly numerous and
involved) constraint equations, and (ii) methods for solving these
optimization problem online in the instantaneous case (reactive
control), and offline in the non-instantaneous case (trajectory
planning). This paper has two contributions. First, it extends
our framework to include task constraints (e.g. tracking a curve)
that are not given as explicit functions of time. These constraints
are highly relevant in practice, for example to facilitate time-
optimal path planning combined with other constraints. Second,
it extends our framework to user-configurable task horizonswhen
solving the optimization problem, to allow task programmers
to make a trade-off between computational speed and (global)
task optimality. Both of these novel framework extensions are
illustrated by a time-optimal laser tracing experiment.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In current commercial robot systems, robot motions are in
essence specified in joint space or Cartesian space. In joint
space, a motion trajectory is directly imposed on the individual
robot joints. This case is mainly used for fast point-to-point
motions, with a trapezoidal joint velocity profile being a typical
motion profile segment.

In the Cartesian case, for example used for tool trajectory
tracking, the robot motion is specified in either a tool center
point (TCP) frame or a base frame and the robot joint motion
is derived using the robot’s inverse kinematic relation.

Constraint-based programming takes a conceptually differ-
ent approach. It does not consider the robot joints or a single
Cartesian frame ascentric while specifying tasks. Instead, the
core idea behind the approach is to describe a, possibly sensor-
based, robot task as aset of constraintson a set of controllable
variables of interest, denotedoutput variables y, and one or
multiple objective functions.

In the constraint-based programmingparadigm, joint-based
and Cartesian-based programming are simply two special cases
of constraint-based programming, where the output variables
are chosen as the joint and Cartesian frame coordinates, respec-
tively. In the more general case, the output variables can for
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example consist of the position of an object in a camera image,
the relative position and orientation of two workpieces that
have to be assembled, . . . Possible objective functions are the
task execution time or the root-mean-square (RMS) actuator
torques or joint velocities. On a higher discrete (state machine)
level, the skill level [9], constraints and objective functions are
added, removed of modified.

Early theoretical work on constraint-based programming of
robot tasks was done by Ambler and Popplestone [1] and
by Samson et al. [8]. Ambler and Popplestone develop a
method to infer the positions of rigid-body objects based
on imposed desired spatial relations between rigid bodies,
motivated by automatic assembly applications. Also motion
planning research in configuration space methods (see [5] for
an overview of the literature) specifies the desired relative
poses as the result of applying several (possibly conflicting)
constraints between object features. Samson and coworkers
introduce the task function approach, that models a robot task
as the minimization of one or multiple given task functions.

Other related and more recent work on constraint-based
programming includes the work of Mansard et al. [6], [7], that
specifically focuses on solvers for fast reactive instantaneous
control with inequality constraints and on efficient solvers that
support task prioritization (stack of tasks), respectively.

Our own original task specification approach based on
constraints was presented in [3]. This work focused mainly
on (i) developing asystematic modeling procedure for
(geometrically) complex robot tasks, including the modeling
of parametric geometric uncertainty, and(ii) closing the loop
from modeling to control and estimation. From a control
perspective, our original work only supported instantaneous
equality constraints1 and instantaneous least-squares objective
functions (such as the mean-square imposed joint velocity).

In more recent work [4], the method was denoted iTaSC2,
and the control law was generalized into a standard opti-
mization form, that(i) allows formulating more general task
objective functions (as opposed to only least-squares objective
functions), (ii) supports inequality constraints in the task
specification, that can be used to specify joint limits, limited
sensor ranges, velocity limits, . . . and can be non-instantaneous

1inequality constraints can bemimicked by applying variable constraint
activation or weighting, but are not supported in a generic way.

2instantaneousTask Specification usingConstraints.



as long as they are defined on independent outputs3, and(iii)
opens up the more general possibility of non-instantaneoustask
specification.

A highly relevant functionality that is missing in our pre-
vious work, is the support of time-independent trajectory
constraints. This type of constraints typically arises in path
tracking problems where the exact motion profile that is usedto
traverse the path is not imposed by the task programmer.As a
first contribution, this paper includes the motion profile as
a variable in the optimization problem definition, allowing
us to more fully follow the constraint-based programming
mindset, which is: formulate the system limitations and
the safety and task requirements (and only these) as
constraints, and define one or multiple objective functions
to resolve redundancy.

Time-optimal tracking of a given path, with kinematic and
dynamic constraints, is a well-studied topic [2]. In Verscheure
et al. [10] this problem was reformulated as a convex con-
strained optimization problem. However, in contrast to this
paper, here the path is fully defined on joint level, and hence
redundancy of the robot system for the given task is not
exploited.

As a second contribution, we extend our framework
to user-configurable task horizons when solving the op-
timization problem. Previously, we focused on either in-
stantaneous (where the horizon equals one time step) or
on global task specification (where the horizon equals the
total task execution time). A user-configurable task horizon
allows task programmers to make a trade-off between
computational speed and task optimality.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces the
theoretical background, section III discusses a time-optimal
laser tracing setup. Subsequently section IV presents the main
results, and finally section V summarizes the main conclusions
and lists opportunities for future work.

II. T HEORETICAL BACKGROUND

This section introduces the control scheme, the system
variables, the underlying equations and the optimal control
problem formulation.

A. Control scheme and system variables

Figure 1 depicts the general control scheme. The scheme
consists of three blocks:

• plant blockP consists of the robot system and its envi-
ronment, with control inputsu, disturbancesχu, outputs
y and measurementsz,

• control block C generates control signalsu based on
reference signalsyd and estimates of the outputŝy and
disturbanceŝχu,

• model update and estimation blockM + E generates
estimates orvirtual measurements ŷ andχ̂u of the outputs
and disturbances, based on the observed variablesz and
control signalsu.

3for example: simultaneously constraining joint positions, velocities and
accelerations is possible.
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Fig. 1. General control scheme including plantP, controller C, and model
update and estimation blockM+E.

The different system variables are:

• u: control inputs to the robot system. Depending on
the particular control scheme,u represents desired joint
positions, velocities, accelerations or actuation torques.

• χu: disturbances or uncertainties to the robot system or
its environment. Here we focus on geometric uncertainty,
whereχu can for example represent an uncertain position
of a workpiece.

• y: system outputs.y consists of all variables of control
interest. Typical outputs are Cartesian positions, contact
forces or positions in camera images.

• z: measurements. All observed variables using proprio-
ceptive or exteroceptive sensors. Typical measurements
are distances, forces, joint angles and image coordinates.

• yd: reference values fory. yd can be either exogenous or
include sensor or model feedback. If inequality constraints
are imposed, limit values ony (ymin andymax) and/or
its derivatives are added to these reference values.

B. Equations

The underlying equations are given by:

1) The robot system equation relates the rate of change of
the robot system state to the control input:

ẋ = s (x,u) , (1)

with x typically chosen asx = (q q̇)T , for rigid robot
manipulators, withq the robot joint coordinates andu

the control input.ẋ ,
dx

dt
denotes the time derivative of

x.
2) The output equation relates the system output to the

joint coordinatesq and feature coordinatesχf , which are
auxiliary coordinates that facilitate the task modeling:

y = f(q,χf ). (2)



3) The system output consists of all signals of control
interest. Hence, we define theconstraint equation:

y = yd, (3)

that imposes desired values to the system output.
4) Finally, theloop closure equation expresses the relation

betweenq, χf andχu.

l (q,χf ,χu) = 0. (4)

C. Optimal control problem

The control block generates control signalsu based on
estimates of the outputs and disturbances, and reference signals
yd.

u is obtained by solving an optimal control problem, which
for the case of a time-dependent constraint equation becomes4:

minimize r(µ(t),ν1(t),ν2(t), t0, tf )

subject to (5)

ẋ(t) = s(x(t),u(t))

y(t) = f (q(t),χf (t))

0 = l (q(t),χf (t))

y(t) = yd(t) + µ(t)

y(i)(t) ≤ yi,max + ν1(t)

y(i)(t) ≥ yi,min + ν2(t),

(6)

∀t ∈ [t0, tf ] with t0 and tf the start and end time of the
considered task horizon. Hence, the horizon length equals
tf − t0. The inequality constraints are stacked for all values of
i(∈ Z) for which constraints are specified ony(i) , di

dti
y

and with yi,min and yi,max the imposed lower and upper
limits on y(i). µ and ν, which are also variables solved via
the optimization problem, are residues that equal the errors
on the constraints.r can consist of a combination of Mayer
and Lagrange terms. Since violations of the constraints are
allowed, the constraints aresoft. For hard constraints, the
correspondingν or µ are omitted. If hard constraints are
internally conflicting, (5) becomes infeasible, which can be
detected by the solver. In the simplest case, an emergency
stop can then be triggered. Alternatively, the values of the
residuesν and µ can be monitored and appropriate actions
can be taken if certain limits are exceeded. In problem (5), the
constraint equations are written as trajectory constraints, that
is, values are imposed ony for each time step of the task.
This is a useful type of constraint, for example when tracinga
trajectory in operational space, which is the case presented in
[4] using a 7 degree-of-freedom robot manipulator. However,
for example if the robot task involves picking up an object,
specifying the entire trajectory is often unnecessary and can

4The contributions of this paper lie in new control possibilities. Hence,
for clarity of the presentation, we only consider the case with no geometric
uncertainty, that is,χu is nonexisting. The methods however generalize to
include the case with geometric uncertainty by using a modified loop closure
equation constraint.

result in suboptimal solutions. In this case, we can also define
constraint equations at discrete time steps, typically at the
boundaries of the time window (initial and end constraints).
State initial and end constraints are of the form:

x(t0) = x0 (7)

x(tf ) = xf . (8)

To strip the time-dependence from the constraint equation,
we define the path coordinatep as the degree of advancement
on the specified path. Although this is not mathematically
required, we more specifically definep as the distance traveled
along the path, which has the benefit thatp has a straight-
forward physical interpretation.

The modified constraint equation becomes:

y(t) = yd(p(t)), (9)

indicating that the output should beon the path specified by
yd, but the exact point on the path is not imposed. Additionally
p(t) can be included in the objective function and/or constraints
can be imposed onp(t). For example,(i) adding the constraint
p(t) ≥ 0 imposes thatyd should be traversed in the positive
direction, disallowing moving backwards on the path,(ii)
adding−

∫ tf

to
ṗdt to the objective function would maximize the

velocity along the path, and hence minimize the time required
to traverse the path. The resulting optimization problem then
becomes:

minimize r(µ(t),ν1(t),ν2(t), t0, tf , p(t))

subject to (10)

ẋ(t) = s(x(t),u(t))

y(t) = f(q(t),χf (t))

0 = l (q(t),χf (t))

y(t) = yd(p(t)) + µ(t)

y(i)(t) ≤ yi,max + ν1(t)

y(i)(t) ≥ yi,min + ν2(t)

x(t0) = x0

p(t0) = p0, (11)

where(11) is added to impose the initial position on the path.

III. E XAMPLE - SETUP

As a validation application we consider a laser tracing task.
Four cases using this setup, differing in the type and number
of constraints, are presented in section IV.

The task is inspired by [3], [4]. As illustrated in figure 2
(a), a laser is mounted on the end effector of a KUKA LWR;
a robot manipulator with seven revolute joints. The task goal
is to trace a specified path with the laser on a plane. In this
example the specified path is the Lissajous curve shown in
figure 3.

The feature coordinates are defined as:

χf =
(
xl yl φl θl ψl dl

)T
, (12)
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Fig. 3. Desired laser tracing trajectory.

with xl andyl the position of the laser dot on the plane;φl, θl
andψl the roll, pitch and yaw angles of the laser beam with
respect to the plane; anddl the distance between the laser and
the plane, measured along the laser beam, as shown in figure
2 (b).

As the task goal is to trace a specified path with the laser
on the plane, two outputsy1 andy2 representing thex− and
y−position of the laser dot on the plane are defined, which
yields the output equation:

y = f(q,χf ) =

(
xl
yl

)
. (13)

The total task execution time is5 [s], and the sampling time
is chosen as0.01 [s]

The orientation of the laser with respect to the plane, as well
as the laser distance are not constrained. Their values depend
on the objective function that is used to resolve redundancy.
As the robot system has seven degrees of freedom and the
number of output equations is only two, the robot system is
highly redundant for the given task.

As objective function, we choose to trace the Lissajous curve
as fast as possible. This is equivalent with maximizingp(tf )
(minimizing −p(tf )). Hence the objective function becomes:

r = −p(tf ). (14)

IV. EXAMPLE - RESULTS

This sections considers four case studies, each based on the
setup of section III, with increasing complexity:

• case 1: time-optimal laser tracing with joint velocity limits
and different task horizon settings,

• case 2: time-optimal laser tracing with joint and path
velocity limits,

• case 3: time-optimal laser tracing with joint and path
velocity and joint acceleration limits,

• case 4: time-optimal laser tracing with joint and path
velocity and joint acceleration limits, and laser distance
control.

These four cases are motivated as follows: case 1 exemplifies
the influence of the considered task horizon on the objective
function value. Case 2 extends the task to include an inequality
constraint on a task coordinate, namely the velocity along the
path. Case 3 extends case 2 to include joint constraints on
acceleration level. Finally case 4 adds an additional equality
constraint in task space (on the laser distance).

A. case 1: joint velocity limits

Joint velocity limits are imposed to the laser tracing task as:

−π/6 [rad/s] ≤ q̇ ≤ π/6 [rad/s] . (15)

Figure 4 depicts the results for a task horizon of one time
step (0.01 [s]), showing the resulting(a) joint motion,(b) joint
velocity, (c) joint acceleration,(d) feature coordinate motion,
consisting of thexl andyl motion of the laser dot on the plane
and the laser distancedl; and (e) velocity along the Lissajous
path. Because the laser is mounted along the axis of joint7,
this joint does not contribute to motion of the laser dot on
the plane and is (by the solver, due to initialization) held at
a constant position. Because the objective function is simply
−p(tf ) joint 7 is kept at a constant position -only- due to
the solver initial estimate, and its motion is hence extremely
sensitive to algorithm initialization. To avoid undesiredand
unnecessary joint motions in the ’locus’ of the optimization
problem, a regularization term, such as the root-mean-square
control input, can be added to the objective function.

Table I illustrates the effect of the horizon length: the number
of time steps that is looked into the future in the optimization
problem. The computation times are obtained in a Matlab
script implementation on a laptop with a2.8GHz Intel Core i7
processor and4GB of RAM memory. A computational speed
increase with a factor of30 to 100 can certainly be expected in
an improved implementation (pre-compiled code, a real-time
OS, better performing hardware).

In general there is a (modest) trend towards a longer distance
traveled along the path (the laser moves farther along the
Lissajous curve in the given5 [s] task execution time) with
increasing horizon length, which can intuitively be expected
since the solver can look further ahead and hence has more
information to plan the motion. Although this can be expected
as a general trend, this can however not be guaranteed formally,
since the horizon is only finite, and not covering the full
motion from start to goal. The computational cost however
also increases significantly, from0.05 [s] for an horizon of one
time step (0.01 [s]) to 0.8546 [s] for an horizon of8 time steps
(0.08 [s]). For the normal Lissajous the performance increase
is very limited, with the traveled distance on the path going
from 4.8458 [m] to 4.8837 [m]. Since it can also be expected,
as a general trend, that the performance increase will be more
significant if the task is more challenging for the robot system,
Table I also depicts the results for a Lissajous curve scaledby
a factor2.5 (denoted ’Large Lissajous’). In this latter example,
the performance increase is more significant, with the traveled
distance on the path going from5.7147 [m] to 6.0835 [m].



(a) Overview of the setup

dl
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(b) Model of the setup with feature coordinates:
{xl, yl, dl}

Fig. 2. Laser tracing setup with the KUKA LWR.

TABLE I

EFFECT OF HORIZON LENGTH(NUMBER OF TIME STEPS) ON THE AVERAGE

COMPUTATION TIME PER STEP AND THE TOTAL DISTANCE TRAVELED

ALONG THE L ISSAJOUS PATH.

horizon [# steps] 1 2 4 8
Normal comp. time[s] 0.05 0.0891 0.2476 0.8546
Lissajous distance[m] 4.8458 4.8458 4.8469 4.8837

Large comp. time[s] 0.0540 0.1035 0.4338 1.2543
Lissajous distance[m] 5.7147 5.6949 5.7204 6.0835

As underlying optimization technique we use nonlinear pro-
gramming with an active set method for handling the inequality
constraints. Because the underlying optimization problemis
non-convex (due to the nonlinear kinematic constraints) and
the applied technique is derivative-based, and hence searches
for a local optimizer, the result of the optimization algorithm
furthermore does not necessarily equal the global optimum.

For clarity and conciseness of the remaining discussion, in
the following cases 2-4, the task horizon is fixed at one time
step. These cases can however easily be considered for other
horizon lengths.

B. case 2: joint and path velocity limits

As a second example case, we extend case 1 to include a
velocity limit along the path:

ṗ ≤ 0.25 [m/s] . (16)

This constraint has practical relevance if the tracing task
(being a model for for example painting, welding or gluing)
imposes constraints on the maximum speed at which the path
can be traversed.

Figure 5 again depicts the resulting(a) joint motion, (b)
joint velocity, (c) joint acceleration,(d) feature coordinate
motion, consisting of thexl and yl motion of the laser dot
on the plane and the laser distancedl; and (e) velocity along
the Lissajous path.

From the results, it is clear that for this example the imposed
velocity limit along the path of25 [cm/s] is the limiting
constraint during the entire motion.

C. case 3: joint and path velocity and joint acceleration limits

As a third example case, we extend case 2 to include
joint acceleration limits. In the previous example the joint
accelerations were (too) high, even over100

[
rad/s2

]
, which is

in practice of course not desirable/realizable. Joint acceleration
limits are therefore added as:

−2π
[
rad/s2

]
≤ q̇ ≤ 2π

[
rad/s2

]
. (17)

Figure 6 again depicts the resulting(a) joint motion, (b)
joint velocity, (c) joint acceleration,(d) feature coordinate
motion, consisting of thexl and yl motion of the laser
dot on the plane and the laser distancedl; and (e) velocity
along the Lissajous path. Note for this example that, although
the velocity limit along the path is still at its limit during
the entire motion and hence the distance traveled along the
Lissajous curve is identical to case 2, the joint velocitiesand
accelerations are kept within the imposed limits.

D. case 4: joint and path velocity and joint acceleration limits
and laser distance control

As a final case, we add an equality constraint to the laser
distance to keep it fixed at its initial value. This type of con-
straint is often also task-inspired when the process (welding,
painting) requires a certain distance of the tool with respect
to the workpiece. Similarly constraints can be imposed on
the angle of the laser with respect to the plane. If there is
a tolerance of the laser distance, a set of inequality constraints
instead of an equality constraint can of course be used. The
additional constraint equation is given by:

dl = dl(0). (18)

Figure 7 again depicts the resulting(a) joint motion, (b)
joint velocity, (c) joint acceleration,(d) feature coordinate
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(b) joint velocities,q̇
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(c) joint accelerations,̈q
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Fig. 4. Case 1: time-optimal laser tracing with joint velocity inequality constraints.
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(b) joint velocities,q̇
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(c) joint accelerations,̈q
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Fig. 5. Case 2: time-optimal laser tracing with joint and path velocity inequality constraints.
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(b) joint velocities,q̇
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(c) joint accelerations,̈q
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Fig. 6. Case 3: time-optimal laser tracing with joint and path velocity and joint acceleration inequality constraints.

motion, consisting of thexl and yl motion of the laser dot
on the plane and the laser distancedl; and (e) velocity along
the Lissajous path. Figure 7 (d) clearly depicts that the laser
distance is kept at a constant value. Note that, in this case,the
velocity along the path is not the limiting factor around1.4 [s]
(figure 7 (e)).

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we extended our iTasc constraint-based robot
task specification framework to time-independent trajectories
and user-configurable task horizons. We illustrated the new
framework extensions by a laser tracing application. Case1 of
the results showed that a larger task horizon as a general trend
leads to improved overall objective function values, however at
the cost of increased computation time. As practical guidelines
we can conclude: (i) for online use the horizon is limited by
the imposed timing constraints,(ii) for offline use different
horizons can be tested and a trade-off curve can be made to
balance computation time with the overall objective function
value. As mentioned in section IV, the applied optimization
technique is derivative-based, and hence searches for a local
minimum. As future work, global path planning approaches
can be coupled to our approach to provide a better initialization
of the solver, in order to improve the quality of the solution.
Cases2 to 4 further illustrate the versatility of the approach,
by showing a time-optimal laser tracing application with joint
velocity limits, joint acceleration limits, and task-space equality
and inequality constraints.
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(a) joint positions,q
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(b) joint velocities,q̇
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(c) joint accelerations,̈q
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